acai design review

usability initiative
• low hanging fruit, not so low
• staging june 8th | deployment july 1st
• new skin! already prototyping!
• not totally new look + feel
• acai --> babaco
Left Navigation, Header, Footer
(in prototype)
Search Box (Header)

(in prototype)
Vacuuming + Cleaning up

(in prototype)
Tabs: Pages, Actions, States
(in prototype)
Edit Page: Vacuuming + Cleaning up
(mockup)
The Kinks are a [[Great Britain|British]] [[rock music|rock]] group formed on March 17th 1963, and categorised in the US as a [[British invasion|British Invasion]] band. The Kinks have been cited as one of the most important and influential rock bands of all time.
The Kinks first gained prominence in 1964 with their third single, the hit "(You Really Got Me)", written by
The Kinks are an English rock band formed on March 17, 1963, and categorised in the US as a British Invasion band. The Kinks have been cited as one of the most important and influential rock bands of all time. The Kinks first gained prominence in 1964 with their third single, the hit "You Really Got Me," written by Dave Davies.
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The Kinks are an [[England|English]] [[rock music|rock]] group formed on March 17th 1963, and categorised in the US as a [[British Invasion]] band. The Kinks have been cited as one of the most important and influential rock bands of all time.<ref name="AllMusic">{cite web|title=The Kinks Biography on All Music.com|url=http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&sql=11:5q6wtr59k15x-t1|accessdate=2006-08-21}</ref>
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The Kinks are an [[England|British Invasion]] band. The Kinks have been cited as one of the most important and influential rock bands of all time.

The Kinks first gained prominence in 1964 with their third single, the hit "[[You Really Got Me]]", written by...
The Kinks are an English rock band formed on March 17th 1963, and categorised in the US as a British Invasion band. The Kinks have been cited as one of the most important and influential rock bands of all time.
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Lorem ipsum [edit]

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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Let's move it to the left to have it always on the same place (current XHTML, changed CSS)
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Academic organization
Western offers bachelor's degrees and the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Education, Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Business Administration, and Master of Music. The university is composed of the following colleges:
- College of Business and Economics
- Evergreen State College
- College of Fine and Performing Arts
- Graduate School
- College of Humanities and Social Sciences
- Huxley College of the Environment
- College of Sciences and Technology
- Woodring College of Education

Accreditation
The university is accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities; National Association of Schools of Music; National Recreation and Parks Association; American Speech and Hearing Association; National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education; Computing Sciences Accreditation Board; Technology Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology; Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business; and the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs.

Honors
- High-achieving freshmen from colleges in other western states can enroll at Western at a reduced tuition level that is equivalent to a $30,000 four year scholarship. (Office of Admissions, WWU)
- The undergraduate honors program offers merit scholarships worth up to $5,000. These scholarships are awarded to successful applicants to the honors program. No separate application is necessary. (Honors Program, WWU)

Notable degree programs
- Bachelor's degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics, similar to a program of study originated by the University of Oxford. (http://www.cbe.wwu.edu/econ/curriculumPhilPolEcon.asp)
- The Philosophical Gourmet Report mentions Western as having one of the nation's best philosophy departments among colleges and universities that only offer a B.A. in the discipline.
- Western was among only eight public universities so honored. (The Philosophical Gourmet Report 2004 - 2006 :: Undergraduate Study)
- Huxley College of the Environment at Western is introducing a bachelor's program in emergency planning and management. It is the first bachelor's degree of its kind in the Pacific Northwest. "Students in the program will be looking at environmental mitigation, safety factors, coastal issues, geomorphology, watershed planning and flood plain and erosion issues, as well as issues related to terrorism." (http://wwu.edu)

Research institutes and laboratories
Border Policy Research Institute
Center for Continuing Education and Rehabilitation
Center for Cross-Cultural Research
Center for International Business
Center for Pacific Northwest Studies
Center for Performance Excellence
Center for Service Learning
Demographics Research Laboratory
Institute for Literary Sciences
Institute for Watershed Studies
Internet Studies Center
Shannon Point Marine Center
Mast has most recently collaborated with former Shudder to Think vocalist Craig Wedren on a record for a Tokyo independent label, Mold Recordings and said to be finishing a follow up solo album for Audio Dregs.

From June 2007 until October 2008, Rattat had Martin Bonventre accompany them on their European tour and Fall shows in America as the pianist/synthesizer player. He drew much attention due to his enormous afro and crazy, erratic dance movements on stage. The reason for his leaving the performance is unknown.

Ratatat's live performances bear strong similarities to the performances of the psychedelic rock bands out of San Francisco in the 60s, with energetic light shows, swirling colors projected onto a screen, and random clips of movies thrown in.

The official site has been updated showing the videos of the three first singles of their most recent album LP3, which was released on July 8, 2008. Shiller, Shempi then Mirando have all been released (or announced) on 7" or 12" singles, Shiller being first released with a special b-side Mahalo.\[5\]
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Automotive design is the profession involved in the development of the appearance, and to some extent the ergonomics, of motor vehicles or more specifically road vehicles. This most commonly refers to automobiles but also refers to motorcycles, trucks, buses, coaches, and vans. The functional design and development of a modern motor vehicle is typically done by a large team from many different disciplines included in automotive engineers. Automotive design in this context is primarily concerned with developing the visual appearance or aesthetics of the vehicle, though it is also involved in the creation of the product concept. Automotive design is practiced by designers who usually have an art background and a degree in industrial design or transportation design.
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Design elements

The task of the design team is usually split into three main aspects: exterior design, interior design, and color and trim design. Graphic design is also an aspect of automotive design; this is generally shared amongst the design team as the lead designer sees fit. Design focuses not only on the isolated outer shape of automobile parts, but concentrates on the combination of form and function, starting from the vehicle package.
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